CSG's Andrea Danes Offers Insight on HIPAA 5010 and ICD-10 Strategies in Health Data Management Magazine


CSG’s Healthcare Practice is currently assisting public sector Medicaid enterprises and other organizations to prioritize and plan their initiatives to assure compliance with upcoming HIPAA mandates and a smooth migration to ICD-10. In addition to planning services, CSG provides direct assistance to states through Quality Assurance and Independent Verification and Validation services designed to ensure an effective implementation of the ICD-10 standards. “CSG is committed to assisting states reach compliance with Federal mandates,” says Ms. Danes. “The ICD-10 transformation is one of several critical initiatives facing the Healthcare industry and information systems must be updated with the new ICD-10 code set by 2013. Now is the time for organizations to develop a strategic plan so they don’t miss the deadline.”

(See CSG’s comprehensive timeline of upcoming Medicaid Program Improvement and System Modernization mandates, regulations, and compliance deadlines at http://www.csgdelivers.com/FHI.)

CSG Government Solutions continues to increase its presence across the United States. The company deploys highly experienced teams and its proprietary CSG REALize℠ collection of innovative methods, knowledge, and automated tools to help governments modernize their most complex program enterprises. CSG clients include more than 25 state governments, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and large municipal governments.
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About CSG Government Solutions
CSG Government Solutions is a growing Management and Information Technology consulting firm focused on delivering high value solutions for our public sector clients. The firm employs our CSG REALize℠ collection of innovative methods, knowledge and automated tools to help our clients successfully leverage technology to modernize critical program enterprises. Founded in 1997, CSG has established itself as a trusted advisor to government agencies throughout the U.S.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.